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ABSTRACT
The principles of operation of commutated filters have been
known for soraetime, however, very little work has been done in the
development of these devices, particularly at radio frequencieSe It
would appear that this device might be useful in the current industry
trend toward micro-miniaturization. The theory of operation of a
commutated RO bandpass filter is discussed and a complete mathematical
derivation is presented. Operating data on a complete^ solid state
radio frequency filter is given and extensively discussedo Finally^
a new and different type of commutated filter employing the recently
developed madistor is proposed.
The writer wishes to express his appreciation for the assistance
and encouragement given him by Professors Clarence Fc Klamm,, Jroy Paul
Eo Cooper and William M. Bauer, of the United States Naval Postgraduate
School and to Mr, Robert Anderson of the Office of Naval Research at the
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lo Introductiono
A current trend in electronic circuitry ia toward smaller and
smaller componentSu New developments in micro=circuitry are being
continually announced o Just about every type of circuit component
can be packaged in a very small spac©o In facts, one of the real
problems at present seems to be the attachment of external leads to
these micro^circuitSo '
However, there is one important circuit component whichj, so far
has escaped all attempts at micro-miniaturization^ and that is th© in°
ductoro Without the inductor, circuits iu©h as bandpass filters are
exceedingly difficult to designo
The theory of commutated filters is well understood and a number
of people have investigated ccmmutated filter characteristics at audio
frequencies/^/ /"/ and one team / / has reported on results at a
center frequency of about 100 KOe RAPER/ / has suggested the
possibility of employing the canmutated filter in the radio frequency
range for IF filters etCo
The purpose of this paper ia to report on investigations made
with the RO sampled=data filter in the low and medium radio frequency
rangOo Recommendations are made concerning the feasibility of this
filter for r-f applications and the possibilities of adapting it for
micronminiature circuitSo
The next section lays the basis for the theory of commutated
filters and the mathematical derivation is caaplsted in Appendix Ao
Following thiSj the design of a practical solid state filter is set
fortho The circuit details appear in Appendix Bo
1

The fourth section describes a proposed circuit for a commutated
filter employing a new solid state switching devicej, the MADISTOr/^-' o
Finally 5, reccmmendationa and conclusions are mad© concerning the r-f
applications of the sampled =<iata filters

2e The 3Etmpled°Data Bandpass Filter^
This section develops the theory of the sampled^data bandpass
filter^ The low pass filter is briefly discussed and this is logically
evolved into the bandpass filtero The complete mathematical develop^
menti) largely as set forth by LePage et ol'^^ is contained in Appendix
Ao
2»1 A Low Pass Filtero
The first step in the synthesis of the bandpass filter is t«






The transfer function of this low pass filter G(ja>) isi
CJ(jU)
V2
V^ 1 R/R^ joJRC
If Rt»R| G(j<^
If j CO RC
Then G(0) s i and G(oo) = Oo The curve is sketched in Figo (2=2},
The bandpass limit of this low pass filter may be defined where
«




Now, G(ja) } s^ X

limit of the passband or f^ ^ 2 ff rc " '^'^^ upper frequency limit ot^
as 13 Qoamionp the turn^over frequency^ can be established at any value
desired by appropriate selection of R and Co
2-2 Synthesis 0f a Bandpass Filter,,
It is not difficult to show that sampling an appropriate lov?
pass RO filter at a certain sampling rate (f } results in trans^
lation in frequency of the filter response to a higher frequencyo
See Appendix A and /l/, /2/^ /5A /4/ and /6/„
Another way of stating this is to consider the low pass filter
as a bandpass filter whose center frequency is at zero CoPaS^ This
©enter frequency may then be translated to any higher frequency which




TRANSLATION OF LOW PASS RESPONSE
Fig« (2=5)
This type filter is variously called a synchronous^ sampled-dataj, or
digital filters, sind may be depicted schematically aa a synchronous
rotating commutator^ as in Figo (2-4)
o

\SCHEMATIC OF SWITCHING CCMMUTATOR
Figo (2=4)
ThuSj, the commutator rotates at synchronous speedy grounding
in turn each of the capacitors mcmentarilyo If the coramutator
revolves at frequency f^ then the center frequency of the pass band
is continuously variable from zero cycles per second up to the highest
practicable speed of rotation of the mechanism.
One way of approaching the problem^^^^ is to consider the unit
impulse response of the series RC circuito If G(jfj) ^
-^RC ( jtJ^_l,J
then the unit impulse response is g(t) ^ i @ -t/RC
RC
The rotating commutator can be thought of as a rectangular sampling
pulse applied to the RC circuit every time the moving contact of the
commutator touches each individual segpriento If we assume each segment
is very close to its neighbor and that there are N eueh segments equally
distributed around the circumferences, then one complete revolution of
the moving "brush" would produce exactly N contiguous rectangular
pulsese Each of these will be referred to as ST^(t)» s^Ct)^,. o @^(t)e
N







Wheref ° width of each pulse.










T' = period of rotation
^, the pulse width, is the time required for
the moving arm to tra=
verae each segnento
So T = N'^ ° ^ (no gaps between pulses)
4./rne.—>
DEPICTION OF SAMPLING PULSES
Figo (2-5)








From Appendix Ac, the transfer function H(iJT) lag
H " Y? ^ (^ ^e.^'^''_-^^^^r> i'^^\
Now in any conceivable practical r°f filter^ RO^ Z'* With this
assumptions
_H% I . ( ^^ 5M^r);2
2='5 General Oomments on Filter CharacteristicSe
The transfer function is accurately plotted as a function of
frequency in Figo (A-4) and is resketched as a function of f^ in
Figo (2=6) Note that theoretically the response of the filter is
periodic with fg and the magnitude of the response is 1 at all integesf
multiples of f o
The band width of each resonant peak is identical and independerit
of the resonant frequency. It is a function only of the number of
capacitors and the product of R and Cc
B ^ 1_
lYNRO
The skirt selectivity is a function of the bandpass and the reso<=
nant frequency. The minimum response (in the rejection band) isg
rmin ° 2NRC = 2 f
It is significant that H^^ is associated with the narrowest
pass bands and contrary wise^, a broad pass band results in very little
rejection of lunwanted frequencies between the resonant peakSo
In practice^ the magnitude of higher harmonics of f^ may be
appreciably reduced for reasons which will be discussed in a later
sections If for any reason they should be troublescmej, it would be no
problem to attenuate them through a simple low pass filter across the
outputo

SKETCH OF TRANSFER FUNCTION Kit
J
Fig„ (2=6)
It is possible a higher harmonic of f might be desired ^ In
a case, a very broad band pass filter in series with the output would
select the desired resonant responseo
As an example of reasonable numbers which might be expected
g





m IQkc g 400cp@,
8ir
NOW if f, • 400ko. «,„ .^' 1000,cps
a fairly large valuee In practice^ Q, could be made almost as large aa
desirede
While this device is shown as a rotating mechanical commutator^
the sampling method willj, of neceseityj, be by electronic means in
order to obtain a filter useful in the r^f spectrum^ One method
which has been tried at audio frequencies-'^/ / ' and at low r^f fr©-
/2/
quenciee' 'j, is to employ diode bridges as sampling devices to switch
from one capacitor to another* Such a device was designed and built by




by FRANKS and WITT ' « This is the subject of the next section*
An alternate solid state sampling method (untested by the author^
is then proposed in section 4c

5. A Practical Solid State RO Filtero
5-1 Switch Oons iderations.
In order to make direct measurements of an operating RC filter
in the radio frequency apectrumsa complete solid state commutating
switch was built. For reasons which will become apparent later^ certain
parts of the switch could better be built with conventional electron
tubeSo Howeverj transistors and semi-conductor diodea were utilized
with the expectation that these circuits could eventually be miniatur'=
ized and integrated on to one common substrate, Thus^ it might be
possible to reduce an entire ttmable band pass filter to a very small
8iz6o Such a circuit would have no inductors and no tuning capacitorSe
The assembly could be voltage tuned or synchronized to an external
frequency source*
5=2 Operation of the Digital Switch,
Franks et al ' ' ' have operated digital switches in the high
audio and low r<=f range. The set up of the author's switch follows a
/2/block diagram published by Franks ' ^ Fig. (5=1), presents this arrange-
ment and is taken directly from the referenced article. The circuit
operates from any periodic waveform which will fire the schmitt trigger.
The square wave output then drives two flip-=flcp8y one of them through
a gate so that only alternate pulses trigger the second flip^flopo ThuSj,
the output waveforms are symmetrical square waves at one half and on©
quarter of the original input frequency. The relationship of these
switching waves is shown in Fig* (5=2) j, also shown is how the
wave forms combine in one of the four bridges to form a pseudo^rotating






















From inspection of Fig, 0^2)^ it is obvious the bridge forms a
balanced diode modulator. With no inputs on any of the terminalSp
the two bias batterieSg+^L and "V2S will fore® current through the
bridge, causing all four diodes (Ij, 2, 5» ^) to conduct and appear as
a few ohms of resistance. Thua^ the bridge can be replaced by a small
resistor of less than 100 ohtasj, effectively grounding the capacitoy
connected at the topo When either of the switching waveforme is
negative on the left side and positive on the right aides the series
connecting diodes (5 or 6 and 7 or 8) act as '"OR" gates and current
flows through the gate diodes instead of the bridge diodes,. Diodes
(2 and 5) and (l and 4) disconnect and the bridge "switch" is turned
offo Examination of the waveforms in Figo (5>=2) reveals A or B are
negative three out of the four periods of the cyoleo Similarly^, A"
or B" are concurrently positive for the same three out of four in--
tervals of the cycle. So, it is evident the batteries are permitted
to turn "on" the switch one pulse out of every four periods.
By making connections as shown in Appendix Bj, different combi^
nations of the waves Aj, B, A' and B" are applied to the terminals of
the four bridges, Thusj each bridge conducts at a different time^ in
sequenceo This sequence is shown in Fig, (5^5) which is also the earn®
as in Fig, (2=5)« So all of the conditions are satisfied for a ccaimu=
tating switch as described in section 2, This switch is slightly
defective in that the "ON" resistance is a little less than 100 ohmso
but this has only a very slight effect on the total operation of the
device,
A more serious defect with this switch is the problem of synchro^
nizing the four switching waveforms precisely so that the leading and














5°5 Diacuasion of Reaulta Obtained from Operation of the Digital Switch»
The moat serious operating problem with the filter is in supplying
the driving power to the diode bridgeso These bridges jfeflect a very
heavy load back through the isolation amplifiers to the flip'=flop eircuits^
gate and schmitt trigger. To supply power^ the flip-^flops were operated
in a saturated condition. In addition to causing wavefosm distortionsj,
the problem of transistor turn-off or storage time waa encoxintered,
Fige (5°^)3> taken from acope photosj, shows how a spurious "ON" pulae
appears in the output. This spurious "ON" pulse appears in the output
as noise. Additionally^ all of the various diodes contribute to the
overall noise level in the output.
As can be seen from the output curves^ probably the most serious
defect of the digital switch at radio frequencies is the high noise
level o The output noise represents approximately a constant 70'=90 milli=
volts rms of voltage, almost entirely of a pulae nature^, as can be seen









applied to diode /'Ai/f
bridge^
Switching waveform




SWITCHING SEQUENCE SHOWING DEFECTIVE SWITCHING ACTION
Figo (5=4)
The only solution to the noise problem appears to be to provide
more isolation between the flip-flops and the switch bridgese The
flip<=flops must operate at low level and be non-'Saturated in order to
maintain precise pulse alignments
The price for doing this is probably to double the nxanber of
transistors. At this point it beccmes apparent that the ultimate
goal of reducing the circuit size is being traded off in order to
achieve reasonable noise figures.
Of course this type of noise problem is of very minor importance
at audio or very low radio frequencies^ Only as one increases f^ to
the low and medium radio frequency bandg does the noise problem get
seriouso The digital filter just described was operated at frequencies
up to 250 KC with meter-measured transfer response out to 2 MO and ob-
servable oscilloscope response out to 10 MC*
14

Fig. (5=5) shows a typical filter reaponse. For this plot,
R s lOK, C e eOlyUf. All harmonica of f^, (2^0 KG) were detectable
out to the 40th harmonic (lOMO) although above 2 MO the response was
very slight. It was not measurable on the meter j, but was readily-
detected on the oscilloscopee The theory predicts all responses to
be of equal magnitude, however^ as can be seen from the figure^ in
general each harmonic is diminished from the previous on©o This
anomaly is accounted for with the following reasonings
1» The mathematical derivation is only approximate in that it
assumes N large. In this case N - 4^, a very small ntanbero
2e RG was continually assumed to be much larger than the sample
period o In this case ^ s 25o The range of ^ for the circuits studied
varied from a low of 2,5 "to a high of 1250* In the case of the former^
the circuit worked so poorly that the fundamental frequency (f^^ » 25O KO)
wae barely detectable in the outpute In the case of the latter^ a very
sharp response was observed. Values of RG employed weres
10, 20, 100, 200, 500, 1000 and 5OOO micro-secondSo
In all cases except the one mentioned above^ the response at 25O KCs
was prominent and would be quite usablee
5» The bridge diodes are not ideal switches since they represent
about lOOii in series with the capacitor being switchedj, and grovind. At
frequencies greater than about I6 KG^ the residual resistance of the
bridge is equal to or greater than the reactance of a 0^1 uf capacitors
Note in Fig. (^o^) that alternate harmonics of f are larger than
the intermediate ones, ( f - .5, Is lo5s 2, 2,5 => - MGS), The reason
for this is the following?
Due to the extremely narrow nature of all the pass bands, a small
15

amount of the signal frequency waa coupled into the input of the Bwitch
oscillator, thus in effect synchronizing it with the signals This
procedure was necessary due to the poor stability of the oscillators
and signal generators employed initiallyo The switch oscillator
synched easier to
.5, 1, lo5 = - MC3 than it did to o75s lo25, I.75 - MCSo
The signal rejection between resonant responses was not nearly aa
good as expected. A maximum of 20 db rejection was observed when ths
theoretical rejection should be k6 db (for RO - elms), Again^ the
defective switching waveform accounts for most of thiSo It was easily
observable on the oscilloscope. The input signal was permitted to
"leak" through the filter because of the spurious "on" pulse 'as shown
in Figs. (5-^) and (B=9)» This pulse permitted a constant amount
(about 20 db) of input voltage to pass through the filter^, thus limit°
ing the maximvim rejection attainable,,
Notice that the high noise level at about <='20 db also tended to
mask low level signal measurements » This noise is a combination of
spurious switching and diode noiseo (see photographs in Fige (9"B) Pc45)o
Due to the extremely narrow nature of th® pass bands^, a method had
to be devised to measure deviations of as few aa 2 or 5 cycles away
from fgo This waa accomplished by synchronizing the switch filter to
the PoGo School 100 KG high stability frequency standard and applying
a signal generated from a General Radio 1330^ bridge oscillator^ These
two frequencies were then mixed in a transistor chopper and the differ^
ence frequencies were separated and measured with a Hewlet Packard SOOBi^
frequency meter. Using this method j, the sidea and peaks of a frequency
response were examined in great detail. See FigSo 0^)9 {^^7) and (5'=^)o
Figc (5-=6) shows a response for RC ° 100 micro^seconds, (The same
16

time constant as in Fig. (5=5)0)
Fig» (5"7) shows a response for RC - 1000 micro-aacondso The
response is shown both expanded and compressed
9
Figo (5=6) shows the same (RO - 1000 micro-seconde) time conatanto
e^ 1This figure is normalized with respect to Qi, S, as la commonly done»
In this caae Qq ^^^ assumed to be _£ s 100 KG ^ 185o On the same graph
B 540
is plotted a portion of a \iniversal resonance curve from GRAYo It ie
noted the RO filter is very slightly narrower at the peak and has more
rejection for values of Ci<5^1.0j at least out to ^^6" - 4«0o The
initial slope of the sides of the RO filter reisponse are very nearly
linear
o
Another difference detected between theory and practice is the
measured band widthSo Againj, this is accounted for by the approxi^
mately 20 db of spurious signal which was "leaking through" the filtefo
A comparison of observed and predicted band widths follows?
R0(yusec.) B(pred«) B(obSo}
20 4 KG 18 KG
100 800 2 KG
1000 80 5^0
5000 16 Too narrow to measure
In summary, the greatest defects of the solid state commutated
filter are the spurious signals and the high noise level.
The spurious signals are a result of the delayed switching signals
from operating the flip=-flops saturated. The noise comes from both this
source and also the diode noise. The correction for the defect is to
operate the flip=flops at very low level and provide maximum isolation
For instance, sees GRAY, Applied Electronics, 2nd Edition, John Wiley
& Sons, 1954, page. 551.

between the load and the flip-flopss (Ideally^ by a imilateral
device auch as a cathode followero ) Simple transistor circuits do not
appear to be readily capable of providing the required isolation.
One very practical solution would be to use computer circuits
ajid also computer cards for the circuitSo This brings up another
pointo The circuits herein described were all bread-^boarded on
"Vector" type boards and there was doubtless considerable stray
capacitance, series lead inductance and undesirable inter-circuit
coupling of the signal at the radio frequencies employedo
Another partial solution of the problem would be to provide low
noise type diodes for each of the ^2 diodes in the four bridgese
18




































4, An alternate Approach with the MADISTQR c
4=-l The Madistor.
The madiator is a magnetically controlled semiconductor plasma
device. Various configurations of the madiator are described by
MELNGAILI3 and REDIKER'^', but the one pertinent to this discussion
is the multiple based or stepping switch type madistor, 3©e Fig, (4-1]
I
1
SCHEMATIC OF THE MADI3T0R STEPPING SWITCH (FRCM /5/)
Fig, (4=^1)
Briefly, thia device (which operates at a temperature of about
consists of an n"*" contact alloyed to the center of a disk of
p-type InSb (Indium Antimonide) and any convenient number (N) of
p"^ ohmic contacts around the periphery of the disk. When sufficient
current is impressed upon the center contact (about 2 or 5 nia)^ an
electron injection plasma forms and terminates at one of the output
terminals. This injection plasma is stable and will remain indefinite-
ly at some one output terminal unless it is moved by some external
force. Such a force can conveniently be applied to the plasma by a
perpendicular magnetic field of very moderate magnitude,
25

The plasma may be stepped in discrete steps from one termiJial
to another by a pulsing magnetic field perpendicular to the disk, or
if a stronger steady state field is applied^, the plasma will rotate
continuously about the center contact. Minimum field strengths of th«
order of 0,5 gauss were required to switch the plasma from one output
terminal to the adjacent one. (For comparison^, the magnetic field of
the Earth is about 0,6 gauss,) Field strengths stronger than the
minimum switching field cause the plasma to rotate continuouslys) the
rate of rotation being proportional to the magnitude of the magnetic
fields Rotation speeds up to a maximum of about 17»000 revolutions
per second were reported with a developmental model of the madistor
having N » 10 ohmic contacts aroxmd the circumferenoe« While 17 KG
is definitely in the audio frequency range^ it is felt this device is
capable of development and consequent improvement of switching speed
into the radio frequency operating range
»
The entire madistor (including the coil required to produce
the perpendicular magnetic field) is quite small and is capable of
being entirely moixnted on a TO-^^ transistor headero (0»25 inches
in diameter).
Presumably it would be possible to place consecutive circuits
in tandem (stack them) so that one magnetic field would penetrate
all of the InSb substrates simultaneouslyo Conceivably the electron
plasmas in each of the madistors could be mad© to rotate synchronously^,
thus perhaps forming a series of identical band pass filters* This
would have application as a radio receiver IF stripg or even as the
front end of a tuned rf receiver,
24

4-2 Employing the Madiator as a Stepping Switch.
The madistor requires a certain minimiM current to establish th©
injection plasma* Therefore^ in operation^, the device should be
biased with a steady dc current supplied by a high impedance constant
current source^ Such a device might be a pentode vacuum tube or a
trsinsiator in the common base configurationu
One possible way of biasing the madistor,, while at the same time
superimposing the AC signal on itj might be as shown in Pigo (4=2)„
PROPOSED METHOD OF OPERATING MADISTOR A3 A BANDPASS FILTER
Fig. ik-2)
Each of the R^'s is large compared with X_ of its parallel capacitor
and is adjusted to limit the bias plasma current through the madistor
to 2 or 5 ma. Also, 0. is large compared with C so that X-, ^ X^ at
c Cg C
the signal frequency, R is part of the RQ required by the low pass filter
which will determine the bandpass of the filter, (B ^ ^ -)o
WNRG
Note that the referred to here is not the same C as in the original-
25

low pass case. Recall that fo = B/, \^ —L—
.
2 (low pass) 2ffRG
^ (commutated) " ^'-'(commutated)^ ^° ^(low pass) " ^^(commutated)
°^ (commutated) ^ ^(low pass) °
N
From the example on page 8, C^^^^^^^^^^ ^ lOOOpf, N ^ 8j
'^"^
°(low pa38) ^ NO(,,^^t^^,d^ ^ 8« lOOG pf . .008^f.
So fg s 200cpB.
(low pass)
This corresponds to a pass band of 400 cps (200 cpe either side of zero]
For a practical circuitj the output impedance of the transistor might
be about mSL and R^ s 40K»Xg s' 400JI at f^ g 400 KG
Og ^ OAuf>}0 ^ oOOlyuf, thus Xq« Xgo




AC EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF MADI3T0R ^ BANDPASS FILTER
Figo (4=5)
ThuSy we have an N^section electronic commutatoro This then could be
26

the synchronous rotating device described earlier^, in Section 2-2j;
and would complete the tunable bandpass filter^.
4-5 Discussion and Summary of Madistor=Filtero
Although presently limited to a maximum switching frequency in
the high audio frequency spectrum, it is felt the madistor offers
considerable promise in the field of commutated filterings It should
be possible in the course of normal development to increase the upper
frequency limit of the device by one and possibly by two orders of
magnitudeo If this could be accomplishedc, the broad field of radio
frequency filters would be wide open for a really significant reduction
in size of component ry»
Some features of the madistor operated RO filter ares
1, All parts of the circuit could be diffused on to a suitabl®
substrate using rapidj accurate photographic techniques,
2o All components are compatible with current micro=ffliniaturi=
zation techniques,
5o Although an external coil of wire is required^, it is very
small and possibly could be used to simultaneously commutate several
cascaded^ identical bandpass filters^
4e The filter is tunable over a wide range with no movable
partSe Only the current through the small coil of wire need be
varied o Thusj, the selected frequency is voltage tunabl©o




5o General Diacussion, Cbncluaion and Recommend at ion a
»
Although there are a few difficult problems aesociated with the
tunable RC bandpass filter, it has been demonstrated to be workable
and useful in the radio frequency ranges Situations in which this
filter could be useful ares
lo Applications requiring a very narrow pass band at high
frequencies (high effective Q,)o
2, Applications requiring a comb filter as in certain correlation
filterSo
5s Applications where an easily variable pass band is desiredo
(Replace the fixed R by a potent imetero
)
4e Applications where an inductor is not desired or can not be
tolerated,
5« Applications requiring voltage tuning,
69 Potentially this circuit can be very greatly reduced in aiz6g
especially if the madiator filter described in Section 4 is utilized^
(See summary of advantages of madistor filter at end of Section 4o)
70 It is conceivable this filter might be applicable in the
field of intermediate frequency amplifiers^
The disadvantage a s while few m number^ are very serious §
lo Poor inter^band signal rejection (caused by spurious switching
signal )e
2o High diode noise levelo




4, In the case of transistor digital switching circuitSg very
poor isolation between the output and the switching elements^ also
inexact alighment of the switching pulses^ causing spurious responseSo
In general, the transistor switch appears to be somewhat limited
in the r-f range^ but very suitable in the audio to low r^f spectrum.
The madistor seems to offer some hope in the future for development
aa a txmable bandpass filtero
There is still much work that can be done in this subjects,
particularly refinement of circuit details and packaging of components
to reduce stray capacitance, series lead inductance and cross coupling
between circuitSo
It is hoped that this effort will be of assistance in further
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The development in this Appendixj, including moet of the notation^
largely follows that of LePAGE, COHN and BRaVN^^^o
Definition of terms?
N "^ Number of capacitors,
^ ^ Length of time brush is in contact with any one segment of the
commutatoro
T - Period of revolution of the brush around the commutator^
T g N*^ (segments are assumed to be contiguou8)o
fg e Frequency of coramutationo f. 1
Identifying index for each segment around the periphery of the
commutatore





When the switch is placed in operation^, all of the capacitors are
assumed initially uncharged. At t ^ Og rotation starts and^, as each
capacitor is grounded in turn, a small current flows on to the plates^
depositing a small charge. As k becomes large, the charge on the
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capacitors approaches a steady value and thus the voltage on each
capacitor approaches a constant value, (This assumes the applied
voltage is a steady sinusoidal functiono)
Now the charge on each capacitor will change by only a very small
amount during each revolution (assx^ing RC>^'^}o
Let ep(k) s voltage on capacitor (p) during revolution
4e> change in capacitor voltage during the time ^ in any one
revolution.
3o, e (final) = e (initial) ^e during the limeT^
e (initial) i e (k=l)
r P
e^( final) i e_(k)






s E(l~e'°^^^) if the switch is closed for t seconde.
Where E =[e(pfkN)2' "ep(k-l)J
E represents the change in applied voltage from the end of
previous (k-=l)^ revolution to the beginning of current (k th) revo-
lution. Substituting?
e„(k) = e (k=l
ep(k=l)+ [e(p-f kN)? -ep(k=l)](l-e-^/*^^:
e[(p+kN)rJ (l-e'^'^/«^) + ep(k^i)e"^/^^
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Similarly, for previous revolutions of the brush,
ep(k»l) - e[(pf(k»l)N)^[i^e"^/«'3fep(k^2)e^^/«^








If the input ia a sine wave^ e(t} ~ E eimjt ^ Ee*!^*
k
eM ^ (l=e-'*'Ao) £ Ee k=r -rT/ffic
rso
Now (p*.(k=r)N)2' " ^rf^ + (k-r)j ; but NTs ^
.TJ^^f (k=r)]| let|sr













is the voltage on any capacitor (p), after the k%^ revolutiono
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Now in a practical filter RC»?; by a factor of one to two orders of
magnitudes, but aa k gets very largei [(kfl)-^
L RC •*
grows largeo As this term grows very large^ e^\^/^^'*'^t^'^)i^^^)
zeroj, since the term |Q°J^'^(^'*"i) s l,
30, eJk) - E(l^e"V^C)eJ^T(y^k) ^ E(l^e°^A;)8ir£gJT(r^k)]
approaches
If Eo i E(l=e"^/«° i, t hen i
l=e-(^/«c4JwT)
ep(k) - Eq 8inwT(y*k) s EQain<;>?<P=^Nk)
Now (p-^'Nk) represents a discrete time function which advances in
increments of?; the time between centers of the commutator segmentso
For example, if N - 4j (p+Nk) - (p-f^k) starts at an initial position
and advances one unit at a time^, iOos (P'^^k) ~ 1^ 2, 5^ 4, {l4h)^
(2^)s(5<*4)s, (444), (l-^)s, etco That isj, p ranges from 1 to 4 and
then k advances by one and p again ranges from 1 to 4 etCe Aa far
as the output is concerned, the function can be replaced by 8 y ^'g'(j)<
So e (k) = E^ain(^ CQTri) i thus a sine wave input will come
^ In
as a quantized sine wave.
efo(i<)




If the steps are small enough this will be a very close
approximation to the input sine wave. Alternately;, passing the out^
put wave through a low pass filter will essentially restore the
original sine wave shapeo
00
Therefore, the argument (/__W?'i) approaches ^t)o
So ©,3,(t) = E^sin ^t)9 which is the same as the input with E replaced
by E^»
©^(t) E sin (wt) „ E,
e. (tj E sin ((Jt) Em
E(l-6'
6(l-e"Wsc43ttT}j
the transfer function H(ujT) « ®o(*^ * ^"^
--tMo
e^^(t) 1^Q<^M^*~
How H(u>T) is a periodic function of frequency and is equal toi
H(WT) = I^
where H "|h(wT)| & e ^ H(mT) let e""^/^^ i h




M s^(l.^h cosuT) f h sin(4;T
^A/l-2h cos(cdT)th^cos^(wT)fh^sin^=(wT)
^yi-2h cos(fc^T)"fh^ sY(i^h^'=2h}-f2h=h cos
^










So H s l^h
l=h)2
The most interesting characteristic of this transfer function is the






plotted in Fig, (A-4).
Maxim-urn reaponae s
NOW l^^'^-'^'^l-l^^c-ik^ ^ -' - ^
and g-'^^'fc - ;2 ,/ /^C»f
30
When CoT. O. ZTT^ 4Tr, ^^o anrr; 5/^^r) - o
V (i^.rMinimigg response § ^"c/
Similarly, when 6u' - 'S ^'<j ^", ^ ^"; ^/ -^
f-J—
V
So the magnitude of the minimum response = =_== ^ the maximum ia 1^ 2NR0
and the peaks are seen to be periodic and occur when
whenever f ia equal to any integer multiple of f a
Band width s
The band width of the output occurs when the magnitude of the
output voltage drops to-=:.peak values
'' \^Lu,r)\ ^7^ -7=^—T^ or ^39 Sin (^ ^ I
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80 S/nfoOj") r '^ since ^ <X 1
one can approximate sin«T by the first term of the power aeries 8
^ - 2. 31 ^ ' RC
This is the first 5 db point. The second will oecur at 2ir-^,the
third at Zif+I?-. In general, the half power points occur when?
the bandwidth then isg (Znir+2:^ "]
--fZhlT -^ \ ^ 2^
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APPENDIX B
Oircuit Details of a Practical Bandpass Filter
The following circuit diagrams give the details of the circuit.^
which were employed to obtain the data presented in Section Ilia The
circuits are grouped into the appropriate blocks as outlined on page
11, Pigs. (5-1) and (5=2).






B'=5 Typical Isolation Amplifier with Switch
B=6 Overall Connection Procedure for all Bridges
B-7 Mixer Oircuit used to Measure Frequency Responses in
the Vicinity of Resonant Peaks
B-8 & B"9 Scope Photos of Various circuit Waveforms
Unless otherwise stated, all resistors are K ohms and all
capacitors areyUf.
Most of the circuit calculations are based on data obtained
/8/from the GE Transistor Manual.
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All diodes computer type
germanium similar to ^* ^ '
1 isol ampl'r ea for
Ay A J o & D
(a shown)
mrPur











B @ 100 KG (exactly)
iNPt^iT^l
Ihi Put ^2.
Sine wave, input signal
frequency, near 100 KG from
GR bridge oscillator
Output la approxo a sine wavej
is the diffo freq. between
#1 & #2.




OSCILLOSCOPE WAVE FORMS AT fn = 2^0 KO
All photos = 4 volte per divieion
(a) and (b) b
-j^ eec par division
(c), (d) and (e) = 1 sec per division
(a) Top: SCHMITT trigger into gate
Bottcai: "A" into gate
(b) Topi SCHMITT trigger into gate
Bottom: "AND" gate output into P. F.#2
(c) Top: A' at diode modulators
Bottom: A at diode modulators
(d) Top: B at diode modulators
Bottom: B' at diode modulators
(e) Top: A at diode modulators






OS0ILL030OPE WAVE POFM PICTURES
(b) AND (c): f^ = 100 KG; ALL OTHERSi f^, = 2^0 KG
Photo Scaloat
Tlaei(d) and (o) = ^ eec per division
(a) = 1 see per division
(b) and (o) = 2 eec per division
Amplitude:
(b), (c) and (e) = i volt per diviaion
(a) = 1 volt per division
(d) = 2 volt per division
(a) Top: B at diode modulators
Bottom: Switching wave form on modulator
#5 showing spurious "turn-on"
pulse (compare with Fig. (B-9)(e)
.
(b) Adjustment of diode modulator j^5 with
positive battery ( ) bottom of picture
is ground potential.
(c) Adjustment of diode modulator #5 with
negative battery (- ) top of picture
is ground potential.
(d) View of 250 KG signal output near
resonant point, showing spurious
noise pulses.
(e) 250 KG signal output with switch
exactly synchronized with input
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